Enclosures you want, when you need them

Eaton’s B-Line series enclosure solutions are designed to meet our customer requirements. From standard stock product to modified enclosures, our enclosure experts are available to help you choose the enclosures you want, in the time you need them.

**Broad enclosure product offering**
- Over 5,000 catalog items
- Exceed UL, NEMA and CSA standards
- Commercial and industrial solutions
- Wireway cable management systems
- Solutions for junction, distribution, termination, control panel, operator, and thermal applications
- Variety of finishes, sizes, types and accessories

**Quality products**
- 300,000 sq. ft. facility
- 300+ employees
- Manufactured in Sherman, TX
- Flexible manufacturing systems
- In-house product design and testing capabilities
- Poured in place foam gaskets
- Aesthetic finishing capabilities
- Advanced powder paint systems

**Ease of doing business**
- Inventory in 13 locations with thousands of stocked items
- Stock guide
- User-friendly catalog
- Modification form
- Cross references
- Sample list
- Sales flyers
- Time study flyers
- Sizing calculators
- CoSPEC™ CAD files

**Modification services & enclosure expertise**
- High quality modification solutions that save the customer time and money such as: size changes, holes and cut outs, special paint, and installed accessories
- Quick turn with 1st orders at 15-20 days and repeat orders at 10-15 days*
- Leverage our industrial end-user focused resources:
  - Enclosure Sales Managers
  - Enclosure Quote Specialist
  - Engineering Design Specialist

* Based on average lead times

For more information, please visit Eaton.com/enc
Full commercial and industrial enclosure line
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Follow us on social media to get the latest product and support information.